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Unit - 3 Windows Operating System
Learning objectives
After the Completion of this unit you should be able to know
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is an operating system
Classification of operating system
Benefits of operating system
What is windows?
Windows as single user multitasking operating system and multiuser
multitasking operating system
6. Windows 7 operating system, installation and use
Structure
3.1 Introduction
3.2 Software and its Types
3.3 Operating system concepts
3.4 Function of Operating System
3.5 Classification of operating system
3.6 Operating system benefits
3.7 Windows Operating System
3.8 Versions of Windows Operating System for Pcs
3.9 Windows 7 OS
3.10 File and folder management in Windows 7
3.11 Windows7 installation
3.12 Let us sum up
3.13 Key words
3.14 References
3.15 Check your progress possible answers

3.1 Introduction
A computer system performs all its work with the help of two essential
resources namely hardware, software.
In order to complete any task or job and to produce meaningful output, both
hardware and software are required. If hardware is the ‘heart’ of a computer
system, software is its ‘soul’. A computer system can produce reliable output
only if its hardware and software work in proper coordination.
The common hardware resources are input/output devices, memory, storage
device, CPU etc. The operating system acts as a manager of the above hardware
resources and allocates them to specific programs and users.
For example when we buy a blank CD, it is only hardware and if we want to
watch a particular movie or listen to a particular song then we have to upload
the CD with that movie or that song. The movie or song that is uploaded on the
blank CD is a program/software. Similarly if we want to edit the photographs
on a computer system we need to upload ‘Adobe Photoshop’ or any other
software meant for photograph editing on the computer system.

3.2 Software and its Types
Software is a set of sequenced instructions written in a programming language
understood by the computer to solve a specific problem and perform basic
functions. It is the software that not only controls, integrates and manages the
hardware components of a computer system but also accomplishes specific
tasks. It is the software that tells the computer what to do and how to do it.
Software makes it possible for users to easily use the computer system.
Therefore, the usability and efficiency of a computer system depends on its
software.
The software is generally classified into two categories:
1. Application Software
2. System Software
1. Application software: - An application software is a computer program
designed to perform a group of coordinated functions, tasks, or activities for
the benefit of the user. Examples of an application software include MS Word,
MS Excel.
2. System Software: - System Software is designed to manage the system
resources and it also provides a platform for Application Software to run. The
System Software creates an interface between the hardware of the system and
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the user. It makes the systems understand, the command entered by the user. It
also acts as an interface between Application Software and hardware. Example
of System Software includes Operating System like Windows, Linux and
software of printers, scanners, Interpreters, Compilers and Assemblers, Linkers
and Loaders, System Utilities etc.

(Types of Software)
3.3 Operating System Concepts
An operating system is the system software that manages and controls the
activities of the computer. Operating System makes a computer system user
friendly. It becomes easier for the user to communicate. It is the most important
program that runs on a computer system and execution of all other programs
depends on it. It is a set of integrated programs that supervises overall
functioning of the computer system by controlling the resources such as CPU,
memory, input-output devices and overall flow of information within the
system. It provides an interface between machine and its users.
Operating system’s programs are stored in the memory of computer. It is the
first layer of software that is loaded into computer’s memory when computer
starts up. All other programs are uploaded after it. In addition to this, operating
system also ensures that different programs being executed at the same time do
not interfere with each other. Examples of operating system are: DOS (Disk
Operating System), Windows 8, UNIX, LINUX etc.
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An Operating system is basically an
intermediary agent between the user
and the computer hardware.
 Manages
the
computer’s
resources.
 It’s a resource allocator.
 It is also used to control
programs to prevent errors and
improper computer use.
 It is interrupt driven.

(Users and Processes access the Computer’s resources through the
Operating System)
3.4 Function of Operating System
The primary objective of operating system is to make computer system
convenient to use and the secondary objective is to use computer hardware in
an efficient manner. The functioning of different operating systems varies
from each other, but generally there are some common types of functions
performed by all operating systems. The main functions usually performed
by most of the operating systems are as follows:
1. It boots the computer
2. User interface: it provide user interface i.e. command line, graphical
user interface (GUI)
3. Process Management: Creation, detection, deletion, Suspension,
resumption of processes and handling of errors
4. Storage management: Keeping track of memory parts currently in
use, Allocates and de-allocates memory space as when needed by
programs while their execution
5. Resource management: Managing the various peripheral devices
e.g. mouse, keyboard
6. Data management: Keep a track of the data on the storage devices.
It the operating system that only knows where the data is stored on
the disk and makes it available to application programs.
7. System management: Manage the basic working of a computer
system thereby making it even more efficient. Operating Systems
performs the following functions under System management:
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Security Management
Command Interpretation
Job Accounting
Overall System Performance
Maintain Usage Records

3.5 Classification of Operating System/ Types of Operating System
Operating system can be classified into various types on the basis of several
criteria, viz. number of simultaneously active programs, number of users
working simultaneously, number of processors in the computer system, etc.
There are several types of operating systems:










Batch Processing Operating System
Single User Operating System
Multi-user Operating System
Multi-Tasking Operating System
Multi-Processing Operating System
Multi-Threading Operating System
Real Time Operating System
Embedded Operating System
Distributed Operating System

1. Batch Processing Operating System: These operating systems were used
to execute various tasks and requests in batches. Similar data and programs
were first collected and bundled by the operator and then executed together.
All the collected tasks to be processed were first placed in a queue on some
priority basis and their execution takes place. These operating systems were
particularly suitable for processing large amount of similar data needing
similar processing. Payroll and billing systems are the examples where such
kind of operating system is required.
2. Single User Operating System: This is the simplest operating system
and is used on computer systems which are meant to be used by a single user
at a given point of time. They are generally used for personal computers and
hand held devices like mobile. They may be single tasking or multitasking
operating system. DOS, Windows 7, Windows Vista etc. are examples of
single user operating system.
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3. Multi-user Operating System: This an operating system on which many
users can work simultaneously. This is generally used on a network of
computers and allows users to share the same resources, data and application
programs. It allows all the users to communicate with each other. Some multi
user operating systems support even hundreds and thousands of users at a
time to use computer resources. This requires fairly large amount of RAM
and each computer runs so fast that the user feels that he is the only user of
the computer. Examples of multi user operating system are UNIX, Linux and
Solaris etc.
4. Multi-Tasking Operating System: It refers to an operating system that
allows computer system to work on multiple tasks or jobs at the same time by
dividing the processor’s time between different jobs. The objective was to
keep most of the hardware operating most of the possible time, so that one
can best use the available hardware devices in a given period of time. In this
kind of operating system, the processor is switched between two or more
programs at a time. For example, the user can work on a word document and
at the same time have an internet session and do some calculations in excel.
These operating systems run on a single CPU. Examples of multi-tasking
operating system include Window’s 7, window’s Vista, Apple Macintosh’s
Mac X-tiger etc.
5. Multi-Processing Operating System: These operating systems are
capable to run on a computer system having more than one processor (CPU).
They work on parallel processing technology where two or more programs
can run simultaneously. The processing speed of such an operating system is
very fast so as to handle the execution of different processes of same
program or independent programs on different processors.
6. Multi-Threading Operating System: Threads are the small parts of a
program and are generally referred to as the simplest units of a process. In a
multi-threading operating system different parts of the same program called
threads run simultaneously in a particular sequence at a very high speed. The
programmer should design the program very carefully and with cautious such
that all the threads can run at the same time without interfering with each
other.
7. Real Time Operating System: Real time operating systems are those
systems that respond instantaneously to the input. The response time is
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predetermined at the time of designing the operating system and the time
taken to respond is just a fraction of a second. They are basically used to
control complex systems that require a lot of processing such as machinery
and industrial systems. Such operating systems are embedded systems in
devices and applications requiring critical time reaction for example air
traffic control, railway reservation, telecommunications and robotic functions
etc.
8. Embedded Operating System: The operating used on mobile devices and
consumer electronics items is called embedded operating system. They are
stored on the ROM chip of the device. They are designed to operate on small
machines like Air-Conditioners, washing machines, micro-waves etc. They
are compact in size, very efficient in handling routine work with a limited
number of resources. The examples of embedded operating system include
iPhone operating system, Android, Windows mobile, Symbian Operating
system etc.
9. Distributed Operating System: A distributed operating system is one
which appears as a centralized operating system for a single machine to its
user but it runs on multiple independent computers. The user views the
system as a virtual uniprocessor and not as a collection of distinct machines.
In this kind of system, processing is carried out independently at more than
one location, but with shared and controlled access to common facilities. In
this operating system, software and data may be distributed around the
system, programs and files may be stored on different storage devices which
are located in different geographic locations and may be accessed from
different computer terminals.
3.6 Operating System benefits
 Simplifies hardware control for applications
 Enforcer of sharing, fairness and security with the goal of better
overall performance of the system
 Provides abstract resources such as Sockets and Inter-process
communication
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Check your progress 1
Q. What is an Operating System?
A. _______________________________________________________________

Q. What are the functions of an Operating System?
A. ______________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Q. What are the types of Operating System?
A.
________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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3.7 Windows Operating System
Windows: - Windows is an operating system sometimes called as “MSWindow” that has been designed by Microsoft Corporation.
The operating system is what allows you to use a computer. Windows comes
preloaded on most new personal computers (PCs), which helps to make it the
most popular operating system in the world. Windows makes it possible to
complete all types of everyday tasks on your computer.
It comes in 2 forms
 Single user Multi-Tasking Operating System: - A single-user multitasking operating system is a type of operating system (OS) that is
developed to do multiple tasks at the same time. An example of single
user multi-tasking includes printing a page of a different word document
at the same time allowing the user to edit other word documents.
Examples of this are Windows XP, Windows 7, and Windows 8,
Windows 10.
 Multi user Multi-tasking Operating system: -A multi user multitasking operating system is the operating system developed to do
multiple tasks of multiple users at the same time. Examples of these
operating systems are Windows NT, Windows 2000 and Windows
2016.
3.8 Versions of Windows Operating Systems for PCs
There are numerous version of MS-DOS and Windows operating systems
designed for personal computers (PCs). The versions are as follows
1. MS-DOS - Microsoft Disk Operating System (1981)
2. Windows 1.0 – 2.0 (1985-1992)
3. Windows 3.0 – 3.1 (1990–1994)
4. Windows 95 (August 1995)
5. Windows 98 (June 1998)
6. Windows ME - Millennium Edition (September 2000)
7. Windows NT 31. - 4.0 (1993-1996)
8. Windows 2000 (February 2000)
9. Windows XP (October 2001)
10. Windows Vista (November 2006)
11. Windows 7 (October, 2009)
12. Windows 8 (2012)
13. Windows 10 (2015)
Every version has its own several Editions.
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The most recent ones include Windows 10 (released in 2015), Windows 8
(2012), Windows 7 (2009), Windows Vista (2007), and Windows XP (2001).
This tutorial is designed give you the complete basics ideas of using a Windows
computer, including how to use the desktop, how to open different files and
applications, and how to move and resize windows. The information in Block
will apply to Windows 7.
3.9

Windows 7 Operating System

Windows 7 is an operating system that Microsoft has produced for use on
personal computers. It launched in 2009 as an improvement from XP or Vista. It
provide Graphical User Interface (GUI) Interface that allows you to visually
interact with your computer’s functions in an easy, fun and logical way.

(Windows 7 Desktop View)
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3.9.1

My Computer

My Computer is the source of all resources in the computer including drives,
control panels and data. Upon double clicking on My Computer allows the user
open the drives and we come across the following

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
3.9.1.1

(My Computer)
Organize
System properties
Uninstall of change a program
Map Network drive
Open control panel
Drives
Organize

Organize: - Upon clicking on the organize option guides the user to the
following options as shown below.
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Cut: - This option is used to cut a file or folder from a
particular drive or folder and place it elsewhere using the Paste
option.
Copy: - This option is used to copy a file or folder from a
particular drive and place it elsewhere using the paste option.
Rename: - This option is used to rename a file/folder.
Select All: - This option is used to select all
 The drives
 The folders in a particular drive
 The files in a particular folder.
Layout: - This option is used to change the layout of the organize
screen.

Clicking on layout .This option shows or hides the
 Menu bar: - Checking it shows the menu bar.
 Details pane: - Checking it shows the detail Pane.
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3.9.1.2

Preview Pane: - Checking it shows the preview pane.
Navigation Pane: - Checking it shows the navigation pane.
Delete: - Delete a Folder or a file
Rename: - This option is used to rename a folder or a file
Close: - This option is used to close the My computer

System properties

A feature found in Windows that displays basic overview of your computer,
System Properties allows the user to customize many system settings and
access Device Manager

This gives the information about
1. Which Operating System is being used .Here it is Windows 7 ultimate
2. Rating :- windows assessment about the system that is being used
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It is in terms of









Processor :- Calculations per second
Memory(RAM) :- Memory operations per second
Desktop performance for Windows
3D Business and gaming graphics performance
Disk data transfer rate
Which processor is being used :- Here it is core I3
Installed memory: - Which means how much RAM is the system.
Pen and touch: - Shows if a light pen is installed or touch pad
is installed.
 Computer name :- Shows the computer name
 Workgroup :- Member of Domain/workgroup
 Product Id: - Product Id of the installed windows system.
3.9.1.2.1

Device Manager

Device manager is an OS feature that lets us to view and change the
properties of the devices attached to the computer
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Right click on the device Universal Serial Bus controller and click on
properties.

This option is used to
1.
2.
3.

Enable and disable the devices
View Driver details of the devices
Update driver details of the devices
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3.9.1.2.2 Remote Settings

Remote settings: - To allow someone to connect to your computer using
Remote Desktop.
Step-1

Step-2
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Step-3
Click on Add to add users

Step-4
Click on check names

Had the remote name was found clicking on the OK button connects to the
remote user?
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3.9.1.2.3 System protection

This involves creating a system restore point so that any point of time data
can be restored from the restore point.

This involves 2 options
Configure:-
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Create:-

Type in the name of the restore point and click on Create to create the
restore point.

3.9.1.2.4 Advanced system setting
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This option is used to set the Performance, user profiles, Startup and Recovery
and environment variables.
3.9.1.3 Uninstall or change a program

This option is used to uninstall program
3.9.1.4 Map network drive

This option is used to map a networked shared folder on the server with client
pc.
Step-1

Step-2
Click on the properties
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Step-3
Click on the share button

Click on share at the server
Step-4
Click on map network drive as shown below
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Enter the folder name located at the server as
\\server name\share name
Or you can browse the shared folder click finish
3.9.1.5 Open Control Panel

The Control Panel in Windows 7 is the place to go when you need to make
changes to various settings of your computer system. You can control most
Windows commands and features using the various options and sliders in the
Control Panel.
To open the Control Panel, click the Start button on the taskbar and then click
Control Panel on the Start menu. Windows 7 gives you three different views for
looking at your computer’s Control Panel: To switch views, click the View By
drop-down button (labeled Category by default) in the upper-right corner of the
Control Panel and then choose one of the views from the button’s drop-down
menu.
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Category view
By default, the Control Panel is displayed in Category view, which is separated
into eight categories, ranging from System and Security to Ease of Access. To
open a window with the Control Panel options for any one of these categories,
simply click the category’s hyperlink.

The following table gives you a description of all the Control Panel categories,
including the various programs you can find by clicking each category’s
hyperlink.
Click This Category Link
System and Security

User Accounts
Network and Internet
Appearance and Personalization

Hardware and Sound

Clock, Language, and Region
Programs

Odisha State Open University

To Display These Groups of Links
Action Center, Windows Firewall,
System, Windows Update, Power
Options, Backup and Restore,
BitLocker Drive Encryption, and
Administrative Tools
User Accounts, Windows Card space,
Credential Manager, and Mail (32-bit)
Network and Sharing Center, Home
group, and Internet Options
Personalization, Display, Desktop
Gadgets, Taskbar and Start Menu,
Ease of Access Center, Folder
Options, and Fonts
Devices and Printers, AutoPlay,
Sound, Power Options, Display, and
Windows Mobility Center
Date and Time, and Region and
Language
Programs and Features, Default
Programs, and Desktop Gadgets
Page 21

Ease of Access
Programs

Ease of Access Center and Speech
Recognition
Used to uninstall a program

You’ll notice that some Control Panel windows and dialog boxes can be accessed
in more than one way. You can also find most Control Panel programs by doing a
Start Menu search.

Check your progress 2
Q 1. What are the items that one comes across upon double clicking my
computer?
A.

Q 2. What is meant by system properties?
A.

3.9.1.6 Drives
Drive: - A drive is a medium that is capable of storing and reading information.
The picture below is an example of different drives listed in Microsoft Windows
My Computer.

In the above picture shown on this page, Local Disk (C) is the primary hard
drive, D: and E: are partitions of the hard drive, and F: is the DVD-RW drive.
Normally, the DVD-RW drive is the last drive so in most situations the primary
hard drive is the C: drive.
How to Open a Drive
Double click on My Computer from Desktop or press (Windows Key +E)
shortcut key
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3.10 File and folder management in Windows 7
 File: - A file is a resource for storing information, which is available
to a computer program and is usually based on some kind of durable
storage.
 Folder: - A folder is a virtual location where programs, files, and other
folders can be located.
Double click the folder and you can see the contents of the folder as shown
below.
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3.10.1 How to create a folder under a drive

Right click on the drive and you get the option as shown below.

Follow the earlier steps to create a file under a folder
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3.10.2 How to delete a file under a folder
Double Click the Folder
Right click the file and choose the option Delete

3.10.3

How to rename a file under a folder

To Rename a File in the Folder

To Delete /Rename a folder right click on the folder and follow the same steps
as that you did on a file.
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3.10.4 Deleting all files under a folder
Let us consider a folder say sandy

1.
2.
3.
4.

Left Click the first file
Shift and left click the last file in the folder
Press Del key to delete files. These files go to the recycle bin
Press shift + Del key to permanently delete files.

3.10.5 Deleting specific files under a folder
Deleting Specific Files from a folder: - Let us consider the folder say sandy

Select the file and Press the Del key to delete the selected files.
3.10.6 Hiding a file under a folder
To hide a file: - Right Click on the file and you get the menu
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3.10.7 Copying a file from one folder to another folder

To copy a file from one folder to the other Follow the Following Steps
1.

Double Click on My Computer
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2.

Open the source drive

3.
4.

Open the source folder
Right click on the desired file to be copied

5. Open the Destination drive
6. Open the Destination folder
7. Right click and paste
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3.10.8

Cut a file from one folder and paste it into another folder

To cut a file from one folder
Steps

and paste it to the other Follow the Following

1. Double Click on My Computer

2.

Open the source drive

3. Open the source folder
4. Right click on the desired file to be cut
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5. Open the Destination drive
6. Open the Destination folder
7. Right click and paste
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Check your progress 3
Q1. What is a file and what is a folder?
A.

Q2. What are the operations that are performed on a file and folder?

A.
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3.11 Windows 7 installation

Step-1
Enter your computer's BIOS. Turn off the computer that you want to install
Windows on then turn it back on. When the BIOS screen appears or you are
prompted to do so, press Del , Esc , F2 , F10 , or F9 (depending on your
Computer’s motherboard) to enter the system BIOS. The key to enter the
BIOS is usually shown on the screen.
Step-2
Find your BIOS's boot options menu.

Step-3
Select the CD-ROM drive or USB drive as the first boot device of your
computer as per the requirements
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Step-4
Save the changes of the settings. Press the button indicated on the screen or
select the save option from the BIOS menu to save your configuration.

Step-5
Shut off your computer. Either turn off the computer by choosing the shutdown option in your current operating system, or hold the power button until
the computer powers off.
Step-6
Power on the PC and the insert the Windows 7 disc into your CD/DVD drive
or insert the bootable pen drive into your USB Port (Windows 7 already
booted).
Step-7
After you have placed the disc into the disc drive or pen drive in USB port,
start your computer. When the computer starts, press a key if you are asked if
you would like to boot from the disc/USB by pressing any key. After you
choose to start from the disc, Windows Setup will begin loading.
If you are not asked to boot from the disc/USB, you may have done
something wrong. Retry the previous steps to solve the problem.
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Step-8
Choose your Windows Setup options. Once Windows Setup loads, you'll be
presented with a window. Select your preferred language, keyboard type, and
time/currency format, then click “Next”.

Step-9
Click the Install Now button.

Step-10
Accept the License Terms. Read over the Microsoft Software License Terms,
check I accept the license terms, and click “Next”.
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Step-11
Select the Custom installation.

Step-12
Decide on which hard drive and partition you want to install Windows on. A
hard drive is a physical part of your computer that stores data, and partitions
"divide" hard drives into separate parts.
If the hard drive has data on it, delete the data off of it, or format it.
1. Select the hard drive from the list of hard drives.
2. Click Drive options (advanced).
3. Click Format from Drive options.
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If your computer doesn't have any partitions yet, create one to install Windows
on it.
1. Select the hard drive from the list of hard drives.
2. Click Drive options (advanced).
3. Select New from Drive options.

Step-13
Install Windows on your preferred hard drive and partition. Once you've decided
on where to install Windows, select it and click “Next”. Windows will begin
installing.
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3.12 Let us sum up
The operating system is the most important program that runs on a
computer. Operating systems perform basic tasks, such as recognizing
input from the keyboard, sending output to the display screen, keeping track
of files and directories on the disk, and controlling peripheral devices such
as disk drives and printers. Computers cannot function without an operating
system. Computers are classified into multi-user, multi-processing, multitasking, and multi-threading and real time. The operating system acts as an
interface between the user and hardware. We learn about windows 7 and its
use, how files and folders are managed in windows 7.We learnt about system
protection, remote settings, device manager, advanced settings, uninstall a
program, map network drive, control panel, drives, folder and file
management, windows 7 installation.

3.13 Key words
Configure: - Change the settings of the windows.
3.14 References
1.
2.

www.google.com
https://www.bgsu.edu/content/dam/BGSU/libraries/documents/wind
ows-7-tutorial.pdf
3.
www.computerhope.com
3.15

Check your progress –Possible answers

Answers to check your progress 1
A.1: An operating system (OS) is system software that manages computer
hardware and software resources and provides common services for computer
programs.
The operating
system is
a
component
of the system
software in a computer system.
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Answers to check your progress 2
A. 1 :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Organize
System properties
Uninstall of change a Program
Map Network drive
Open Control Panel
Drives

A. 2 :

A feature found in Windows that displays basic overview of your
computer, System Properties allows the user to customize many system
settings and access Device Manager.
3.12.3 Answers to check your progress 3

A. 1. : A file is a resource for storing information, which is available to
a computer program and is usually based on some kind of durable storage.
A folder is a virtual location where programs, files and other folders can be
located
A. 2. The operations that are performed on a file are open, save, close, update,
rename, Delete.
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Unit – 4
Linux Operating System
Learning Objectives
After the Completion of this unit you should be able to know
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The various flavors of Linux
Advantages of Linux
Linux installation steps
Linux directory structure
Other important Linux files, their use
Using Linux in Graphical User Interface
Using Linux commands in command line

Structure
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Why use Linux?
4.1.2 Advantage of Linux
4.1.3 Difference between UNIX and LINUX
4.2 Linux Installation
4.3 Linux directory structure
4.4 Other important files, their location and usability
4.5 Working with Linux
4.5.1 Working with Linux graphical user interface
4.5.2 Working with terminal mode
4.6 Let us sum up.
4.7 Key Words
4.8 References
4.9 Answers to check your progress
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4.1 Introduction

Just like Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8, and Mac OS X, Linux is an
operating system. Linux is the best-known and most-used open source operating
system. From smartphones to cars, supercomputers and home appliances, the
Linux operating system is everywhere.
Linus Torvalds created Linux when he was a student at the University of Helsinki
studying. In early 1991 he wanted to use UNIX operating system for his personal
use but it was a proprietary software and costs much, he set out to create a new
UNIX based Operating system. Linus and over 100 developers worked on it over
the next couple of years and in March of 1994, version 1.0 of the new kernel was
released, named it LINUX.
Linux is open source software. This means that anyone can use, copy, study and
change the software in any way they chose so long as the source code is openly
shared with others. To date, thousands of people have made improvements to
Linux. With Linux being free and open source software, it has led to the rise of
Linux distributions. In every case, the source code is free, but in some cases, the
distribution is not free.
For example, you have to pay a license in order to run Red Hat Enterprise Linux.
However, Red Hat releases their source code for anyone to download.
Linux is not a UNIX-derivative. It was written from scratch. However, many of
the commands that are found in Linux are also found in UNIX. If you have any
experience on UNIX systems, you’re going to feel right at home on a Linux
system.
Linux is a multiuser operating system. A Linux distribution is the Linux kernel
and a collection of software that together, create an operating system. Each
distribution has its own goals and areas of focus.
Linux has a number of different versions to suit nearly any type of user. From
new users to hard-core users, you’ll find a “flavor” of Linux to match your
needs. These versions are called distributions.
It comes in Hundreds of distribution flavors. Few name mention below
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ubuntu
Linux Mint
Fedora
Debian
OpenSuSE
RedHat Enterprise Linux (RHEL)
Kali Linux
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4.1.1 Why use Linux?
This is the one question that most people ask. Why should we use/learn Linux,
when the Windows OS that ships with most desktops, laptops, and servers
works just fine? To answer that question, we would ask another question. Does
that operating system you’re currently using really work “just fine”? Or are
you constantly battling with viruses, malware, slowdowns, crashes, costly
repairs, and licensing fees etc.?
If you struggle with the above, and want to free yourself from the constant fear
of losing data or having to take your computer in for the “yearly clean up,”
Linux might be the perfect platform for you.
4.1.2 Advantages of Linux
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Its open Source
It is free
It is portable to any hardware platform.
It is secure and versatile
It is scalable
The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your neighbor
The freedom to distribute copies of your modified versions to others.

Which distribution is right for you?
Which distribution you use will depend upon the answer to three simple
questions:
1. How skilled of a computer user are you?
2. Do you prefer a modern or a standard desktop interface?
3. Server or desktop?
If your computer skills are fairly basic, you’ll want to stick with a newbiefriendly distribution such as Linux Mint, Ubuntu, or Deepin. If you’re skill set
extends into the above-average range, you could go with a distribution like
Debian or Fedora. If, however, you’ve pretty much mastered the craft of
computer and system administration, use a distribution like Gentoo.
4.1.3 What is the difference between UNIX and Linux?
You may have heard of Unix, which is an operating system developed in the
1970s at Bell Labs by Ken Thompson, Dennis Ritchie, and others. UNIX and
Linux are similar in many ways, and in fact, Linux was originally created to be
similar to UNIX. Both have similar tools for interfacing with the systems,
programming tools, filesystem layouts, and other key components. However,
UNIX is not free. Over the years, a number of different operating systems
have been created that attempted to be “unix-like” or “unix-compatible,” but
Linux has been the most successful, better than its predecessors in popularity.
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4.2 Linux Installation (Red Hat 6 RHEL Installation)
Step- 1. Select Install or upgrade an existing system option on Grub Menu

Step-2

Step-3

Choose a language

Choose a keyboard type

Step-4

Step-5

Choose installation media

Skip DVD media test
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Step-6

Step-7

Red Hat 6 graphical installer starts, select
next
Step-8

Accept Pre-Release Installation

Select storage devices
Step-10

insert computer name
Step-11

Select time zone

Enter a password for root user
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Step-12

Step-13

Select type of installation

Review partition layout

Step-14

Step-15

Accept write changes to disc
Step-16

Configure boot loader options
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Writing changes (creating partitions) to
disc
Step-17

Select software to install and enable
repositories
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Step-18

Step-19

Customize package selection
Step-20

Checking dependencies for installation
Step-21(a)

Starting installation process

Installing packages

Step-21(b)

Step-22

Installation is complete
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4.3 Linux directory Structure
Linux directory structure (/* For Reference Only */)
Sl.No
1

2

Folder
Description
Name
/bin
All the executable binary programs(file) required
during booting, repairing, files required to run into
single user mode and other basic important commands
such as cat, du, df,tar, rpm, wc, history.
./boot
Holds important files during boot up process
Including Linux Kernel.

3

/dev

4

/etc

5

/home

6

/lib

7

/media

8

/mnt

9

/opt

10

/sbin

11

/srv

Contains device files for all the hardware devices
on the machine e.g., cdrom, cpu, etc.
Contains Application’s configuration files, startup,
shutdown, start, stop script for every individual
program.
Home directory of the users. Every time a new user is
created, a directory in the name of user is created within
home directory which contains other directories like
Desktop, Downloads, Documents, etc.
The Lib directory
contains kernel modules and
shared library images required to boot the system and
run commands in root file system.
Temporary mount directory is created for
removable devices viz., media/cdrom
Temporary mount directory for mounting file
system
Optional is abbreviated as opt. Contains third party
application software. Viz., Java, etc.
Contains binary executable programs, required by
System Administrator, for Maintenance. Viz.,
iptables, fdisk, ifconfig, swapon, reboot, etc.
Service is abbreviated as ‘srv‘. This directory contains
server specific and service related files.
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12

/tmp

System’s Temporary Directory, Accessible by users
and root. Stores temporary files for user and system,
till next boot.

13

/lost+found This directory is i nst al l ed

during

installation

of Linux, useful for recovering files which may be
broken due to unexpected shut-down.
14

/proc

15

/root

A virtual and pseudo file-system which contains
information about running process with a
particular Process-id aka pid.
This is the home directory of root user and should
never be confused with ‘/‘

16

/run

This directory is the only clean solution for earlyruntime-dir problem.

17

/sys

18

/usr

19

/var

Modern Linux distributions include a /sys directory
as a virtual file system, which stores and allows
modification of the devices connected to the
system.
Contains executable binaries, documentation,
source code, libraries for second level program.
Stands for variable. The contents of this file is
expected to grow. This directory contains log,
lock, spool, mail and temp files.
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4.4 Other important files, their location and usability

(/* For Reference Only */)
Sl.No

Folder Name

Description

1

/boot/vmlinuz

The Linux Kernel file.

2

/dev/hda

Device file for the first IDE HDD (Hard Disk
Drive)

3

/dev/hdc

Device file for the IDE CD ROM, commonly

4

/dev/null

A pseudo device, that don’t exist. Sometime
garbage output is redirected to /dev/null, so that it
gets lost, forever.

5

/etc/bashrc

Contains system defaults and aliases used by bash
shell.

6

/etc/crontab

A shell s c r i p t to r u n s p e c i f i e d
c o m m a n d s o n a predefined time Interval.

7

/etc/exports

Information of the file system available on network.

8

/etc/fstab

Information of Disk Drive and their mount point.

9

/etc/group

Information of Security Group.

10

/etc/grub.conf

grub bootloader configuration file.

11

/etc/init.d

Service startup Script.

12

/etc/lilo.conf

lilo bootloader configuration file.

13

/etc/hosts

Information of Ip addresses and corresponding host
names.

14

/etc/hosts.allow

List of hosts allowed to access services on the local
machine.

15

/etc/host.deny

List of hosts denied to access services on the local
machine.
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16

/etc/inittab

INIT process and their interaction at various run
level.

17

/etc/issue

Allows to edit the pre-login message.

18

/etc/modules.conf

Configuration files for system modules

19

/etc/motd

motd stands for Message Of The Day, The Message
users gets upon login.

20

/etc/mtab

Currently mounted blocks information

21

/etc/passwd

Contains password of system users in a shadow file,
a security implementation.

22

/etc/printcap

Printer Information

23

/etc/profile

Bash shell defaults

24

/etc/profile.d

Application script, executed after login

25

/etc/rc.d

Information about run level specific script.

26

/etc/rc.d/init.d

Run Level Initialization Script.

27

/etc/resolv.conf

Domain Name Servers (DNS) being u s e d
by System.

28

/etc/securetty

Terminal List, where root login is possible

29

/etc/skel

Script that populates new user home directory.

30

/etc/termcap

An ASCII file

that

defines

the

behavior

of Terminal, console and printers.
31

/etc/X11

Configuration files of X-window System

32

/usr/bin

Normal user executable commands.

33

/usr/bin/X11

Binaries of X windows System.

34

/usr/include

Contains include files used by ‘c‘ program.

35

/usr/share

Shared directories of man files, info files, etc.

36

/usr/lib

Library files which are required during
program compilation

37

/usr/sbin

Commands for Super User, for System
Administration.
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38

/usr/lib

Library files which are required during
program compilation.

39

/usr/sbin

Commands for Super User, for System
Administration.

40

/proc/cpuinfo

CPU Information

41

/proc/filesystems

File-system Information being used currently.

42

/proc/interrupts

Information about the current interrupts being
utilized currently.

43

/proc/ioports

Contains all the Input/Output addresses used by
devices on the server.

44

/proc/modules

Currently using kernel module.

45

/proc/mount

Mounted File-system Information.

46

/proc/stat

Detailed Statistics of the current System.

47

/proc/swaps

Swap File Information

48

/version

Linux Version Information

49

/var/log/lastlog

50

/var/log/messages

log of last boot process
Log of messages produced by syslog daemon at
boot.

51

/var/log/wtmp
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4.5 Working with Linux

When we start working with Linux we are prompted with user name and
password as shown below.

There are 5 types of users
1. Super user: - Also termed as Root user. Has the privileges to
administrator the Linux server. Has the control to limit the access of
other users.
2. System user: - This user is created by the Linux Operating System. Have
more privileges than the normal user.
3. Normal user: - These users are created by the super user. They can
access only those privileges given by the Super user
4. Network user: - Users who opt this type of user accounts are network
engineers and system administrators who monitor the network activity.
5. Pseudo user: - This is a replica of the Super user which is granted by the
super user to user accounts.
In the above screen shows 2 normal users IIHT and shanu. We will
logging as Super user and to do that we click on other.
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4.5.1 Working with Linux Graphical User Interface

Step-1 We enters the super user name and password as below and click
login.

Step-2:- We come across 3 icons as shown below.

For the moment we take a note that
1. Roots Home: - All file and folders that we create we shall do it here.
2. Computer: - To browse the files and folders and create files and
folders. We shall be storing files and folders in the roots home
directory.
3. Trash: - Files and folders t h a t we delete will be in the trash.
These can be restored from trash.
We shall be learning how to
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create files and delete them from root’s Home directory
Creating folders and delete them root’s home directory
Creating files in folders under root home directory.
Copying files from one folder to the other under root home
directory.
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5. Cut and paste files from one folder to the other under root home
directory
6. Restore deleted files from the trash
4.5.1.1 Creating a new file

Step-1
Double click on the root home directory

Step-2

Step-3
Click on File -> Create Document -> Empty File Step4

Step-5:- Give it a name as shown
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Step-6:- Double click and enter the contents of the file as shown below

Step-7:- Click on the save button in green color as shown below.
Go to File -> Close . Go to File -> Quit.
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4.5.1.2 Working with files in Root Home directory







Double click the file to open the file.
Right click the file and
Click rename to rename the file.
Click “cut” to cut the file and paste it elsewhere.
Click “move” to trash to delete the file and move it to trash.





Click “send to” to send the file to external hard disk /dvd or pen
drive.
Click “properties” to find the size of the file.
And set permissions to read only to make the File read only




“Open with” to open with another Application
Click file ->create folder to create folder.

4.5.1.3 Working with folders in Root Home directory

Step-1
Double click on the root home directory
Step-2
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Step-3
Click on File -> Create Folder to create a folder
 Double click the folder to open the folder.
 Right click the folder and

Click rename to rename the folder.

Click cut to cut the folder and paste it elsewhere.

Click move to trash to delete the folder and move it to trash.
 Click send to send the folder to external hard disk /dvd or pen
drive.
 Click properties
 To find the size of the folder.
 Set permissions to read only to make the Folder read only
 Open with to open with another application
 Click file ->create folder to create folder.
4.5.1.4 Working with trash

To restore the files and folders from the trash double click trash and click
restore to restore deleted files.
Step-1:- Right click on the Trash
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Step-2

Step-3:
Click on the restore button to restore the folder from where it was deleted.
If delete permanently is clicked then the file is deleted forever.

Check your progress 1
Q. 1 what are the types of users in Linux?
A.
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4.5.2 W o r k i n g with terminal mode
To get into the terminal mode right click being in the graphical user interface

Click on open in terminal mode to open Linux in terminal mode as shown below.

4.5.2.1 Basic Linux commands used in terminal Mode
Basic Linux commands.
Ls
clear
mkdir
cat >
cat
Rm
rm –rf
mv

mv
touch
date
man
halt

It will display the list contents in a folder
It will clear the screen
It creates a new directory
(new file name) It will create a new file , for saving the file you
have to press ctrl + d
(existing file name)It will display the contents of a file
( file name) It will delete a file
(dir name). It will delete a directory
(old file name) (new file name).It will rename a file
(old directory name) (new directory name).It will rename a
directory
(source file name)( target directory name).It will move the file
from one location to the other.
(new file name) It will create an empty file
It will display the current system date
(command) it will display the manuals and syntax of the command.
To shut down the Linux environment
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4.5.2.1.1 eps to create a file in root home folder

1. Steps to create a file in root home folder.
Step-1:

#
$

means super user
means normal user
Step-2:
Click cd /
This takes us to the root directory

The root directory is the top level directory .It is the parent
directory of all the directories.
Step-3
Click cd ~ or cd /root go to root home directory

Step-4
To create a file type the following command
vim filename as shown below
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Step-5

Step-6:- Press the insert button

Step-7
Now it is time to save the file
Press esc key followed by: wq which means write and quit
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Press the enter key
Now the file is written
4.5.2.2 VIM commands

Cursor management in VIM
H
L
K
J
Escape mode commands
Esc +:w
Esc +:q
Esc +:wq
Esc +:wq!
Esc +:w!
Esc +:x

Left arrow
Right arrow
Up arrow
Down arrow
To save changes
To quit
To save and quit
To save and quit forcefully
To save forcefully
To save and quit

Step-8:- To check whether the file exists or not press the ls command which is
list files and folders. Below those in blue colour are folders. The one in red is a
compressed file. Those in black are files.
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4.5.2.3 Checking the contents of a file
Step-9: to check the file contents of shanu type cat shanu

4.5.2.4 Using cat command to create a new file

The cat command can also be used to create a new file
Step-1
The syntax is $cat > new filename

To save the contents after using the cat command press ctrl +d
Step-2
To save the contents after using the cat command press ctrl +d
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4.5.2.5 Delete a file
rm command
The rm command is used to remove or delete a file
Syntax rm filename

4.5.2.6 Creating a folder /Directory

mkdir command
The mkdir command is used to create a directory.
Syntax
mkdir fish

4.5.2.7 Delete a folder /directory
rm –rf command
The rm –rf command is used to delete a folder
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4.5.2.8 Rename a folder /directory

mv command to rename a file.
The mv command is used to rename a file
Syntax mv old filename new filename

4.5.2.9 Move a file to a folder /directory
mv command to move a file to a directory

4.5.2.10 Copy a file to a folder /directory
cp command to copy a file to a directory
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Above a file is copied to a folder/directory
4.5.2.11 Copy a folder t o a folder /directory
cp –r folder name ~/foldername
~ stands for root home folder
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4.5.2.12 Hide a file or a folder /directory

To hide a File rename the file to “.”+file name
To hide a Folder rename the Folder to “.” +Folder name

Above the file hh is hidden
4.5.2.13 View hidden files or Folders

Above shows the hidden file .hh

Above example shows the hidden folder .fish
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4.5.2.14 Unhide hidden files or folders
To unhide the hidden file/folder rename the .file/.folder name to
filename/foldername

4.5.2.15 Creating blank files
touch command
The $touch command is used create a blank file.
Syntax touch filename

4.5.2.16 Finding the current date
date command is used to find todays date
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4.5.2.17 Finding the command syntax

$man command name
$man command is used to find the syntax of the command.
Syntax: - man ls
Step-1
man ls
Step-2
The output is as shown below
NAME
ls - list directory contents

SYNOPSIS
ls [OPTION]... [FILE]...

DESCRIPTION
List information about the FILEs (the current directory by default). Sort
entries alphabetically if none of -cftuvSUX nor --sort.
Mandatory arguments to long options are mandatory for short options too.
-a, --all
do not ignore entries starting with .
-A, --almost-all
do not list implied . and ..
--author
with -l, print the author of each file
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-b, --escape
print octal escapes for nongraphic characters
--block-size=SIZE
use SIZE-byte blocks. See SIZE format below
-B, --ignore-backups
do not list implied entries ending with ~
-c
with -lt: sort by, and show, ctime (time of last modification of file
status information) with -l: show ctime and sort by name
otherwise: sort by ctime
-C

list entries by columns

--color[=WHEN]
colorize the output. WHEN defaults to ‘always’ or can be ‘never’ or
‘auto’. More info below
:
[root@localhost Desktop]#
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Check your Progress 2
Q. 1. To go to the root home directory which commands do you use?
A.1.
Q .2. To change a directory which command to you use?
A.2.
Q.3. To create a new file which command do you use?
A.3.
Q.4. To view the contents of a file which command do you use?
A.4.
Q.5. To delete a file which command do you use?
A.5.
Q.6. To Delete a folder which command do you use?
A.6.
Q.7. To rename a file which command do you use?
A.7.
Q.8. To move a file which command do you use?
A.8.
Q.9. To copy a file which command do you use?
A.9.

4.5.2.18 Listing the users
Command: cat /etc/passwd

4.5.2.19 Creating a new user
#adduser username
or
#useradd username

4.5.2.20 Adding a password to a user
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passwd username :- this command would ask the user to enter the new
password as shown below
#new password
And confirm password as shown below
#confirm password
4.5.2.21 Changing the password of a user
#passwd username

4.5.2.22 Deleting

a user

#userdel username

#userdel-r username

4.5.2.23 Locking a user
usermod –l username
4.5.2.24 Unlocking a user
usermod –u username
4.5.2.25 Rename a user
usermod –l newusername oldusername
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Check your progress 3
Q. 1. To list the users which command do you use?
A.1.
Q .2. To create a user which command do you use?
A.2.
Q. 3. To add a password to a user which command do you use?
A.3.
Q.4. Changing the password of the user which command is used?
A.4.
Q.5. To delete a user which command do you use?
A.5.
Q.6. To lock a user which command do you use?
A.6.
Q.7. To unlock a user which command do you use?
A.7.
Q.8. To rename a user which command do you use?
A.8.

4.5.2.26 Working with permissions
The permission is applied at 3 levels
1) Owner/user level
2) Group level
3) Other users
Reading -4
Writing – 2
Execute- 1
No permission – 0
Making the file read only for the owner
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4.5.2.26.1 Permissions to user

In Linux, each and every file is owned by a single user and a single group, and
has its own access permissions. Let's look at how to view the ownership and
permissions of a file.
if you want to view the permissions of all of the files in your current directory,
run the “ls-l “ command without an argument, like this:
# ls-l (press Enter Button)
Here is an example screenshot of what the output might look like, with labels
of each column of output:

Each file's mode (which contains permissions), owner, group, and name are
listed.
To understand, what all of those letters and hyphens mean, let's break down the
Mode column into its components.

Details of Mode

(Details of Mode)
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File Type
The first item, which specifies the file type, will probably be one of the
following:
d

— a directory

- (dash) — a regular file/ Normal file (rather than directory or link)
l

— a symbolic link to another program or file elsewhere on the system

Permissions Classes
In the above figure we know that Mode column indicates the file type,
followed by three classes, of permissions: user (owner), group, and other.
 User: The owner of a file belongs to this class
 Group: The members of the file's group belong to this class
 Other: Any users that are not part of the user or group classes belong
to this class.
Reading Symbolic Permissions
In each class (user, group and other), read, write, and execute permissions are
represented in the following way:
 Read: Indicated by an r in the first position
 Write: Indicated by a w in the second position
 Execute: Indicated by an x in the third position. In some special cases,
there may be a different character here
 A hyphen (-) in the place of one of these characters indicates that the
respective permission is not available for the respective class. For
example, if the group triad for a file is r--, the file is "read-only" to the
group that is associated with the file.
Examples of Modes (and Permissions)
Let’s understand the meaning of each permission,
 -rw-------: A file that is only accessible by its owner
 -rwxr-xr-x: A file that is executable by every user on the system. A
"world-executable" file
 -rw-rw-rw-: A file that is open to modification by every user on the
system. A "world-writable" file
 drwxr-xr-x: A directory that every user on the system can read and
access
 drwxrwx---: A directory that is modifiable (including its contents)
by its owner and group
 drwxr-x---: A directory that is accessible by its group
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Changing file/directory permissions with 'chmod' command
Each permissions category (owner, group owner, and other) is represented
by a number between 0 and 7.
We arrive at the appropriate number by assigning each type of permission a
numerical value:
 4 = read permissions
 2 = write permissions
 1 = execute permission
The table below gives numbers for all for permissions types.

Number

Permission Type

Symbol

0

No Permission

---

1

Execute

--x

2

Write

-w-

3

Execute + Write

-wx

4

Read

r--

5

Read + Execute

r-x

6

Read +Write

rw-

7

Read + Write +Execute

rwx

Syntax: - chmod ugo filename
1) chmod 400 filename makes the file read only to the owner.
2) Making the file read and write only for the owner as
chmod 600 filename as 4 +2 =6
3) Making the file read, write and execute to the owner
chmod 700 filename as 4+2+1 =7
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In the above-given terminal window, we have changed the permissions of the file
'aa to '764'.

764' absolute code says the following:
 Owner can read, write and execute
 Usergroup can read and write
 World can only read
This is shown as '-rwxrw-rThis is how you can change the permissions on file by assigning an absolute number.
4.5.2.27 shut down the linux system
halt instructs the hardware to stop all CPU functions.
poweroff sends an ACPI signal which instructs the system to power down.
Example:
#halt (press Enter)
#poweroff halt (press Enter)
Check your progress 4
Q. 1. Command to make a file read only?
A.1.
4.6 Let us sum up
Linux is a multiuser operating system which is free. It can be loaded in Laptops,
Desktops and servers. Linux comes in many flavours which are Ubuntu, Linux
Mint, Arch Linux, Deepin, Fedora .Linux works on Graphical user interface and
Terminal mode. Linux provides high data security to all users. The super user of
Linux has complete access to all the users. He can create users, delete users and
lock users. Linux allows folders to be created and files to be created. For access
and use the user creates files and folders under root home folder. Folders and
file can be hidden and access to files such as read, write, execute can be granted
by the owner of the file.
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4.7 Key words
Administrator: - Also termed as the super user who has all the privileges over
all users.
4.8 References
1. Linux Bible by Christopher Negus
2. Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 developer guide by Jacquelnn East,
Don Domingo, Robert Kratky
4.9 Check your progress – possible answers
Answers to check your progress 1
Ans 1. The types of users under in Linux are
1. Super user: - Also termed as Root user. Has the privileges to
administrator the Linux server. Has the control to limit the access of
other users.
2. System user: - This user is created by the Linux Operating System.
Have more privileges than the normal user.
3. Normal user: - These users are created by the super user. They
can access only those privileges given by the Super user
4. Network user: - Users who opt this type of user accounts are
network engineers and system administrators who monitor the network
activity.
5. Pseudo user: - This is a replica of the Super user which is granted by
the super user to user accounts.

Answers to check your progress 2
A.1. To go to the root home directory the command is cd /~
A.2. To change a directory the command is cd
A.3. To create a new file the command is VIM filename
A.4. To view the contents of a file the command is cat filename
A.5. To delete a file the command is rm filename
A.6. To Delete a folder the command is rm -rf folder name
A.7. To rename a file the command is mv old filename new filename
A.8. To move a file the command is mv
A. 9. To copy a file the command that we use is cp
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Answers to check your Progress 3
A. 1. To list the users the command is cat /etc/passwd
A .2. To create a user the command is
adduser
A. 3. To add a password to a user the command is passwd username
A.4. To change the password of the user the command is passwd
username
A.5. To Delete a user the command is userdel username
A.6. To lock a user the command is usermod –l username
A.7. To unlock a user the command is usermod –u username
A.8. To rename a user the command is usermod –l newusername
oldusername
Answers to check your Progress 4
A. 1. Command to make a file read only is chmod 400 filename

*******************
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